COMBINATORIAL PROOFS OF THE
POLYNOMIAL VAN DER WAERDEN THEOREM AND
THE POLYNOMIAL HALES–JEWETT THEOREM
MARK WALTERS

A
Recently Bergelson and Leibman proved an extension to van der Waerden’s theorem involving
polynomials. They also generalised the Hales–Jewett theorem in a similar way. The paper presents short
and purely combinatorial proofs of those results.

1. Introduction
One of the best known results in Ramsey theory is van der Waerden’s theorem [6].
V  W . If
is finitely coloured then there exist
monochromatic arithmetic progressions of arbitrary length.
Recently Bergelson and Leibman [1] proved a remarkable extension of this
theorem.
P   W . Suppose that p , p , …, pm are
" #
polynomials with integer coefficients and no constant term. Then wheneer is finitely
coloured there exist natural numbers a and d such that the point a and all the points
ajpi(d ), for 1  i  m, hae the same colour.
The case with a single polynomial was proved by Furstenberg [3] and Sarkozy [5]
(independently). It is easy to see that this generalises van der Waerden’s theorem,
which we can recover by setting pi(x) l ix for 1  i  m.
Bergelson and Leibman also proved a stronger result. They showed that if A 9
has positive upper density, then there exist a and d such that all the points a and
ajpi(d ) are contained in A. This immediately implies the polynomial van der
Waerden theorem (trivially, at least one colour class must have positive upper
density). However, the deduction of this result from the polynomial van der Waerden
theorem used similar techniques to those used by Furstenberg in his proof of
Szemere! di’s theorem (see [3]) and it turned out that the main difficulty lay in proving
the polynomial van der Waerden theorem. They proved the polynomial van der
Waerden theorem using methods from ergodic theory. We prove the same result using
a combinatorial technique which was used in the original proof of the van der
Waerden theorem, and which is known as colour focusing.
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Hales and Jewett [4] proved an abstract generalisation of the van der Waerden
theorem. They defined a notion of combinatorial space and proved that whenever a
‘ large-enough ’-dimensional combinatorial space is k-coloured there exists a onedimensional monochromatic subspace. Very recently Bergelson and Leibman [2]
generalised this theorem by putting some strong constraints on the structure of the
subspace and showed that this new theorem implies the polynomial van der Waerden
theorem. Precise statements of these results appear later in this paper. Their proof is
significantly harder than that of the polynomial van der Waerden theorem. We shall
prove this using colour focusing again. Our proof is much shorter and significantly
simpler than that in [2]. Moreover, it directly generalises our proof of the polynomial
van der Waerden theorem.

2. Polynomial an der Waerden theorem
In this section we present the proof of a special case of the polynomial van der
Waerden theorem. We use many of the same ideas as in [1] but in the context of colour
focusing, which allows us to avoid the formalism of topological dynamics.
Define an integral polynomial to be a polynomial with integer coefficients taking
the value zero at zero. For completeness we recall the polynomial van der Waerden
theorem from the introduction (stated slightly differently to simplify the proof).
P   W . Suppose that p , p , …, pm are integral
" #
polynomials and that is finitely coloured. Then there exist natural numbers a and d
such that the set of points oaqDoajpi(d ) : 1  i  mq is monochromatic.
(For the remainder of this section we shall implicitly assume that a and d are
natural numbers.)
If we let pi(n) l in, 1  i lk1, then the theorem guarantees that there exist a, d
such that the set oa, ajd, aj2d, …, aj(lk1)d q is monochromatic, that is, we have
recovered the ‘ normal ’ van der Waerden theorem. Another example is when we set
p (n) l n# as the only polynomial. Then the theorem guarantees the existence of
"
points a and ajd # with the same colour. It is a little surprising that even this result
is not trivial.
The restriction that the polynomials have integer coefficients is unnecessary ; the
result is also true if the coefficients are rational. This is easy to deduce from the
theorem stated above. Indeed suppose that p , p , …, pm are polynomials with rational
" #
coefficients, and take the value zero at zero. Then define pi (n) l pi(cn), for 1  i  m,
where c is the least common multiple of the denominators of the coefficients of all the
polynomials. These polynomials have integer coefficients (the coefficient of the term
nd is multiplied by cd, so is integral) and take the value zero at zero. Thus we can apply
the theorem to these polynomials to obtain a, d with oaqDoajpi (d ) : 1  i  mq
monochromatic. Now observe that this set is the set oaqDoajpi(cd ) : 1  i  mq. Thus
the conclusion of the theorem holds with a and cd. A typical example of where this
could occur is for the polynomial "n(nj1).
#
Also observe that we gain no generality by insisting that a has the same colour as
the points ajpi(d ). The form in which we have stated it is more convenient for our
proof.

     – 
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We will prove a special case first : we show that there must exist a and ajd # the
same colour.
T 1. If is finitely coloured then there exist a and d such that a and ajd #
hae the same colour.
Proof. Say that a point ai is focused at a if aika l d #i for some di. Define the
points a , a , …, ar to be colour focused at a if each ai is focused at a and the ai have
" #
distinct colours. Thus this is exactly the condition needed to force a to have a colour
distinct from any of the ai if there do not exist a and ajd # the same colour. Observe
that this definition is very similar to the one used in the proof of the ‘ linear ’ van der
Waerden theorem.
I . For all r  k there exists N such that if [N ] is kcoloured either there exist r colour focused points a , a , …, ar together with their
" #
focus a or there exist a and d such that a and ajd # have the same colour.
The proof is immediate once we have established this result. Indeed, set r l k. If
the latter case occurs then we are done, and if the former case occurs then the focus
a must have the same colour as one of the points ai, in which case a and ai are the
required points.
The induction is on r. Suppose that N satisfies the hypothesis for rk1. We shall
show that there is N h satisfying the hypothesis for r. We do not compute the size
explicitly ; we may simply assume that it is large enough for us to find everything that
we need. Without loss of generality we assume that [N h] does not contain a and ajd #
the same colour.
Divide [N h] into blocks of length N, let Bs l o(sk1)Nj1, (sk1)Nj2, …, sN q and
set l l 2NN. Then, since there are only kN ways of colouring a block, we can apply
the linear van der Waerden theorem to the blocks and find an ‘ arithmetic
progression ’ of blocks Bs, Bs+t, …, Bs+lt with the blocks all coloured identically. By
choice of N there exist rk1 colour focused points a , a , …, ar− in the block Bs
" #
"
together with their focus a. Say aika l d #i . As noted above, the colours of a, a , a ,
" #
…, ar− are all distinct.
"
C 1. The points aij2di Nt for 1  i  rk1 together with a are colour focused
at ak(Nt)#.
The focus ak(Nt)# may be negative ; this will not matter : see below.
Proof of Claim 1. First note that
and

aij2di Ntk(ak(Nt)#) l d #i j2di Ntj(Nt)# l (dijNt)#
ak(ak(Nt)#) l (Nt)#.

Thus the points are focused at ak(Nt)#.
Secondly, observe that the point aij2di Nt has the same colour as ai ; since
aika l d #i  N we have 2di  l and thus that the block Bs+ d is coloured identically to
#i
the block Bs. Thus the points aij2di Nt have distinct colours. Also the point a has a
colour distinct from all of these since otherwise the points a and ai would be the
required set. Thus the r points aij2di Nt and a are colour focused at ak(Nt)#.
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To finish the proof we remark that ak(Nt)# might be negative, but that this does
not matter. We can bound ak(Nt)# below, say by kM. Since all the properties we
have used are translation-invariant, we can do the above construction on blocks
Bs l MjBs and thus ensure that ak(Nt)# is positive.
2.1. Remarks on the proof of Theorem 1
Suppose that d , d , …, dr− are the rk1 ‘ difference ’ values in the colour focusing
"
" #
in the block Bs. All that we require in the above proof is that the blocks Bs+ d t be
#i
identically coloured. However, we do not know in advance what the values of the di
are going to be. On the other hand, we do know that there is a bound on their size,
namely 2NN. Thus we make sure that all possible blocks Bjsj2di t (over all possible
di) are identically coloured. These blocks essentially form an arithmetic progression
of length 2NN (in fact, an arithmetic progression of length NN with common
difference a multiple of 2).
The second thing to observe is that we reduce from looking at a quadratic
polynomial to a large number of linear ones. These are obtained by taking the
differences between the polynomial ( p(n) l n#) and ‘ shifts ’ of it ( p(njm) for some
value m). We already know how to find a and d satisfying the theorem for this new
collection of polynomials, and we use this to move up a step in the n# case.
3. The general result
We use a slightly complicated induction scheme (this is very similar to the one
used in [1]). We need an ordering on collections of polynomials such that when we
form a (generalised) collection of ‘ difference ’ polynomials, we already know that we
can find a monochromatic set for this new collection.
Let A l o p , p , …, pmq be a set of integral polynomials. Let D be the maximum
" #
degree of these polynomials. For 1  i  D let Ni be the number of distinct leading
coefficients of the polynomials in A of degree i. Define the weight ector of A to be (N ,
"
N , …, ND). We say that (N , N , …, ND) (M , M , …, MDh) if there exists r such that
#
" #
" #
Nr Mr and Ni l Mi for i  r. This is easily seen to be a well ordering. The induction
will be on collections of polynomials in this ordering. We now try to give some
intuition about this ordering. Suppose that all the polynomials have the same degree
and the same leading coefficient. Then, if we take differences between one polynomial
and shifts of another (possibly the same) polynomial, then we always obtain a
polynomial of lower degree. This gives some indication that it is the number of
distinct leading coefficients that is important, rather than the number of polynomials.
Proof of the polynomial an der Waerden theorem. We do a multiple induction.
Let P l o p , p , …, pmq. As mentioned, the induction is on the weight vector of P.
" #
However, we need the theorem in its ‘ compact ’ form.
O  . Suppose that p , p , …, pm are integral poly" #
nomials. Then for all k there exists N such that whenever [N ] is k-coloured there exist
a and d such that the set oa, ajp (d ), ajp (d ), …, ajpm(d )q is monochromatic.
"
#
Suppose that the outer induction hypothesis is true for all collections of
polynomials with weight vector less than that of P. We need to show that it is true
for P.

     – 
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We will say that a set A of points aj for 1  j  m is focused at a if there exists d
such that ajka l pj(d ). We will say that sets A , A , …, Ar are colour focused at a if
" #
each set Ai is focused at a, each set Ai is monochromatic, and the sets Ai for
1  i  r have distinct colours. This is exactly the condition that forces a to have a
colour different from that of any of the Ai.
I  . For all r  k there exist N such that if [N ] is kcoloured either there exist r colour focused sets A , A , …, Ar together with their focus
" #
a, or there exist a and d such that the set oa, ajp (d ), ajp (d ), …, ajpm(d )q is
"
#
monochromatic.
As before, from this hypothesis the result is immediate. Set r l k. If there exist a
and d such that the set oa, ajp (d ), ajp (d ), …, ajpm(d )q is monochromatic then we
"
#
are done. Otherwise, there exist A , A , …, Ar colour focused at a. The focus must
" #
have the same colour as one of the sets Ai and then the set oaqDAi is the set we require.
The induction is on r. Suppose that the hypothesis is true for rk1 and N. We show
that there is N h satisfying the hypothesis for r. As before, we do not calculate the
bound explicitly (although this is possible). Also, as before, we may assume that there
do not exist a and d with the set oaqDoajpj(d ) : 1  j  mq monochromatic.
Let dmax be the maximum possible d for which points a, a , a , …, ak ? [N ] exist with
" #
aika l pi(d ). (Since all polynomials tend to infinity, this exists.) (We cannot
necessarily use dmax l N since the polynomials could all be zero simultaneously for
some d  N. However, this case is clearly trivial ; if we take this d and any a then the
set of points oaqDoajpi(d ) : 1  mq l oaq is monochromatic. Moreover, if this does
not occur then the bound can be replaced by N. Indeed, since the value of each
polynomial is a multiple of its argument, if d  N and not all the polynomials are zero
at d, then at least one of them is larger than N.)
We may assume that p has minimal degree amongst the pi. Now define
"
polynomials
pi,j(n) l pj(nji)kpj(i)kp (n) 0  i  dmax, 1  j  m.
"
(These polynomials were considered in [1].) Observe that these are integral
polynomials. (The constant pj(i) cancels the constant term in pj(nji) and they
obviously have integer coefficients.) This collection is smaller in the ordering defined
earlier. Indeed, suppose that pj either has larger degree than p or a different leading
"
coefficient from that of p . Then all the polynomials pi,j for 0  i  dmax have the same
"
leading coefficient and the same degree as pj. If pj has the same degree and leading
coefficient as p then the polynomials pi,j for 1  i  dmax all have smaller degree than
"
p . Thus the weight vector of this set is the same as for P in its ith components for
"
i  deg p and is one smaller for i l deg p . (The components may increase for i deg
"
"
p .) Thus the weight vector of this set is less than that of P.
"
We now have to modify these polynomials slightly. We need to do this since later
in the proof we are going to divide [N h] into blocks of length N and we need to take
account of this. Let qi,j(n) l pi,j(Nn)\N. These are integral polynomials since the pi,j
are. (Recall that integral polynomials take the value zero at zero, and thus the qi,j
have integer coefficients.) Also, observe that this collection has the same weight vector
as the collection of pi,j since, although the leading coefficients change, the number of
distinct leading coefficients of polynomials of a given degree does not. Thus the outer
induction hypothesis applies to the qi,j.
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Again we divide [N h] into blocks of size N, setting Bs l o(sk1)Nj1, (sk1)Nj
2, …, sN q. Then, since there are only kN ways of colouring a block, we can apply the
outer induction to find s, t such that the blocks Bs and Bs are all coloured identically
i,j
and si,jks l qi,j(t), provided that we have chosen N h large enough.
By the choice of N and the assumption that there do not exist a and d with the set
oaqDoajpj(d ) : 1  j  mq monochromatic, we know that Bs contains rk1 colour
focused sets A , A , …, Ar− together with their focus a such that a has a colour distinct
"
" #
from that of any of the Ai. Suppose that Ai l oai,j : 1  j  mq and that ai,jka l pj(di).
C 2. The sets oai,jjNqd ,j(t) : 1  j  mq for 1  i  rk1 together with the set
i
oajNq ,j(t) : 1  j  mq are colour focused at akp (Nt).
!
"
Proof. First, observe that by construction each of the points ai,jjNqd ,j(t) has
i
the same colour as the point ai,j. Thus the set oai,jjNqd ,j(t) : 1  j  mq has the same
i
colour as Ai. Thus these colours are all distinct. Also, each of the points ajNq ,j(t)
!
has the same colour as a, so the set oajNq ,j(t) : 1  j  mq is monochromatic. Also,
!
a has a colour distinct from that of the other sets.
Thus we only need to check the focusing :

and

ai,jjNqd ,j(t)k(akp (Nt)) l pj(di)jpd ,j(Nt)jp (Nt)
"
"
i
i
l pj(di)jpj(Ntjdi)kpj(di)kp (Nt)jp (Nt)
"
"
l pj(Ntjdi)
ajNq ,j(t)k(akp (Nt)) l p ,j(Nt)jp (Nt)
"
!
"
!
l pj(Nt).

Therefore the points are colour focused and the induction is almost complete.
To finish the proof we note that all the properties that we have used are
translation-invariant and that we can bound akp (Nt) below, by kM say. Thus we
"
can apply the above arguments to the blocks Bs l MjBs to ensure that the new focus
(akp (Nt)) is positive.
"
There is a multi-dimensional version of van der Waerden’s theorem.
G’ . Suppose that λ , λ , …, λm are ectors in D and that D is
" #
finitely coloured. Then there exist a ? D and d ?
such that the set of points
oaqDoajdλ , ajdλ , …, ajdλmq is monochromatic.
"
#
We can prove a polynomial version of Gallai’s theorem. Define a D-dimensional
integral polynomial p(n) to be a polynomial in n with coefficients in D which is zero
at zero. We can modify the above proof to work in this case if we replace the scalars
by vectors and the [N ] by [N ]i[N ]i…i[N ]. Thus we have the following theorem.
T 2. Suppose that p , p , …, pm are D-dimensional integral polynomials and
" #
that D is finitely coloured. Then there exist a ? D and d ? such that the set of points
oaqDoajpi(d ) : 1  i  mq is monochromatic.
We do not prove this in any greater detail since this result is an easy corollary of
the polynomial Hales–Jewett theorem proved in the next section. Finally, we state a
special case of this theorem.

     – 
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C 1. Suppose that p , p , …, pm are integral polynomials, u , u , … um
" #
" #
are ectors in D and that D is finitely coloured. Then there exist a ? D and d ? such
that the set of points oaqDoajui pi(d ) : 1  i  mq is monochromatic.
Note that this result includes Gallai’s theorem as a special case.
3.1. Bounds
This method does yield explicit bounds (unlike the ergodic theoretic argument,
which only proves the existence bounds via a compactness argument) but the bounds
are extremely large. Even for van der Waerden’s theorem it is well known that this
colouring argument yields an Ackermann-type bound. To get the full polynomial
result, the induction is much longer. Even for the case of a and ajd # the bound is
very bad, since we need a long arithmetic progression of blocks at each stage of the
induction.
4. The polynomial Hales–Jewett theorem
First we define some notation. Let Q l [q]N. For a ? Q, γ 9 [N ] and 1  x  q let
a&xγ denote the vector b in Q obtained by setting bi l x if i ? γ and bi l ai otherwise.
A combinatorial line is a set of the form oa&xγ : 1  x  qq (where γ is non-empty –
from now on this will be assumed). The set γ is called the set of actie coordinates. An
m-dimensional combinatorial subspace is a set of the form oa& Gm
x γ : 1  xi  qq
i=" i i
where a ? Q and γ , γ , …, γm 9 [N ] and the γi are disjoint.
" #
H–J . For any q and k there exists N such that wheneer
Q l [q]N is k-coloured there exist a ? Q and γ 9 [N ] such that the set of points oa&xγ :
1  x  qq is monochromatic.
Note that the identification of the base set with [q] is purely a notational
convenience ; the theorem is true for any set of cardinality q.
It is easy to deduce an extended (multi-dimensional) version of this theorem from
the (one-dimensional) theorem above.
E H–J . For any q, k, d there exists N such that
wheneer [q]N is k-coloured there exist a ? Q and disjoint γ , γ , …, γd 9 [N ] such that
" #
the set of points oa& Gdi= xi γi : 1  xi  qq is monochromatic.
"
Observe that the subspace ‘ looks like ’ the original space. Indeed the map Q(d ) ,Q(N ) given by (x , x , …, xd) /- a& Gdi= xi γi preserves combinatorial lines and
" #
"
subspaces.
Proof of extended Hales–Jewett theorem. We can identify [qd ]N with [q]dN.
Applying the Hales–Jewett theorem to [qd] we can choose N such that whenever [qd ]N is k-coloured there exist a ? [qd ]N and γ 9 [N ] with oa&xγ : 1  x  qd q
monochromatic. Under the above identification this corresponds to the set (in
[q]dN ) oa& Gdi= xi γi : 1  xi  qq (where γi are sets identified to γ) which is thus
"
monochromatic.
Before stating the polynomial Hales–Jewett theorem in its full generality, we state
a special case.
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Q H–J . For any q, k there exists N such that
wheneer [q]N×N is k-coloured there exist a ? Q and γ 9 N such that the set of points
oa&x(γiγ) : 1  x  qq is monochromatic.
Thus the theorem asserts the existence of a monochromatic combinatorial line
whose active coordinates are of a special form ; in this case they form a ‘ square ’.
To state the polynomial Hales–Jewett theorem in its full generality we need a little
more notation. Let N d denote the d-fold product NiNi…iN. For convenience we
will always assume that an i-dimensional subset (for example, γi) is in [N ]i. We now
state the theorem.
P H–J . For any q, k, d there exists N such that
wheneer Q l Q(N ) l [q]Ni[q]N×Ni…i[q]N d is k-coloured there exist a ? Q and γ 9
[N ] such that the set of points oa&x γ&x (γiγ)&…&xd γd : 1  xi  qq is mono"
#
chromatic.
Again, the identification of the coordinates with [q] (rather than just an arbitrary
set of size q) is purely a notational convenience. Also, the fact that the same set [q]
is used in each term is an unnecessary restriction ; the sets do not even need to be the
same size.
This theorem is essentially the same as the one in [2]. We put it in a more general
formulation (although it is easy to deduce it from their results) which is slightly easier
to use for applications and leads more naturally to the method of induction that we
use. The proof is a colour focusing argument as in the first section. The induction
method is very similar to the one used there. It will be convenient, however, to
formulate it in a coordinate-free way.
An indication that this is a sensible formulation for the theorem is given by the
easy deduction of the polynomial van der Waerden theorem. Suppose that we have
a k-colouring of . Let d be the maximum degree of any of the polynomials, and let
m be the maximum modulus of their coefficients. We will use okm, …, mqN as the base
set. Let Q(N ) be the corresponding set. Map Q(N ) into by sending q ? Q to the sum
of its coordinate values plus a constant M to ensure that all the numbers are positive
(M l mNj1 will do). This induces a k-colouring of Q. By the theorem we have a, γ
such that the set oa& Gdi= xi γi : km  xi  mq is monochromatic. This maps back to
"
a pair b, c such that the set oMjbjdi= xi ci : km  xi  mq is monochromatic. By
"
the choice of m and d this implies that the points Mjb and Mjbjp(c), for any p
in the set of polynomials, are the same colour.
We now prove the polynomial Hales–Jewett theorem. First we define the space
d
that we will work in. For any sets q , q , …, qd let Q l Q(N ) l qNiqN×Ni…iqN
.
d
" #
"
#
Call a space of this form a Hales–Jewett space. Define a polynomial p(γ) to be a formal
sum Gdi= ci γi where ci ? qi. Thus for any a ? Q and any γ 9 [N ] the vector a&p(γ) is
"
defined.
Now, because the qi are arbitrary sets we have no notion of a zero polynomial or
natural definition of degree. However, we can define the degree of one polynomial
relative to another. Suppose that p , p are polynomials with coefficients ci and di
" #
respectively. Define the degree of p relatie to p to be the maximal i such that ci 
#
"
di. Define the leading coefficient of p relatie to p to be di, where i is the degree of
#
"
p relative to p .
#
"

     – 
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Suppose that P l o p , p , … pmq is a collection of polynomials. Define the weight
! "
ector (w , w , …, wd) of P relatie to pi by setting wj equal to the number of distinct
" #
leading coefficients (relative to pi) of the polynomials of degree j (relative to pi). (This
is an analogous definition to that in the proof of the polynomial van der Waerden
theorem.) We use the same ordering as before ; that is, ( ,  , …, d) (w , w , …, wd)
" #
" #
if there exists i with i  wi and j l wj for all j  i. Define the weight ector of P to
be the minimum over i of the weight vector of P relative to pi (the minimum is in the
above ordering).
d
O  . Let Q l Q(N ) l qNiqN×Ni…iqN
. Suppose
d
"
#
that p , p , …, pm are polynomials. Then for all k there exists N such that whenever
! "
Q(N ) is k-coloured there exist a ? Q and γ 9 N such that the set oa&p (γ),
!
a&p (γ), …, a&pm(γ)q is monochromatic.
"

The induction is on the weight vector of the polynomials. Let P l o p , p , …, pmq.
! "
Thus we assume that the hypothesis is true for any collection of polynomials with
weight vector less than that of P. We will assume that the weight vector of P is
minimal with respect to p . We will further assume that p has minimal degree with
!
"
respect to p .
!
We say that a pair (ah, γ) is focused at a if a l ah&p (γ). We say that r pairs
!
(a , γ ), (a , γ ), …, (ar, γr) are colour focused at a if each pair (ai, γi) is focused at a, each
" "
# #
of the sets Ai l oai&p (γi), ai&p (γi), …, ai&pm(γi)q is monochromatic, and all these
"
#
sets have distinct colours. As before, this is exactly the condition that forces a to have
a colour different from that of any of the Ai.
I  . For all r  k there exists N such that if Q(N ) is
k-coloured then either there exist r pairs (a , γ ), (a , γ ), …, ar, γr) colour focused at a,
" "
# #
or there exist a ? Q and γ 9 [N ] such that the set oa&p (γ), a&p (γ), …, a&pm(γ)q is
!
"
monochromatic.
As usual, the result is immediate from here. Indeed, set r l k. If the latter case
occurs then we are done. If the former occurs then the focus a has the same colour
as one of the sets Ai and AiDoaq forms the required monochromatic set.
The induction is on r. Suppose that the hypothesis is true for rk1 and N. We shall
show that there is an N h such that Q(NjN h) satisfies the hypothesis for r. As before,
we do not calculate the bound explicitly.
Suppose that we have a k-colouring of Q(NjN h). We may assume that we do not
have a ? Q and γ 9 [N ] with oa&p (γ), a&p (γ), …, a&pm(γ)q monochromatic.
!
"
Let Qh l Qh(N h) l Q(NjN h)\Q(N ). Then Qh is a product of sets of the form
s N ht
qN sN ht with t  1. The set qN sN ht can be identified with (qN
) . Collecting the terms
i
obtained in this way, we can identify Qh with a larger Hales–Jewett space on N h. For
example, in two dimensions,
Q(NjN h) l qN+N hiq(N+N h)×(N+N h)
"
#
h
l qN+N
iqN×NiqN×N hiqN h×NiqN h×N h.
q
#
#
#
#
Thus
Qh(N h) l qN hiqN×N hiqN h×NiqN h×N h
"
#
#
#
 (q iqNiqN )N hiqN h×N h
"
#
#
#
which is a Hales–Jewett space on N h. We have to be slightly careful when defining
polynomials ; we have to make sure that they are polynomials on the identified space.
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For example suppose that we identify [q]N×Nh with [qN ]N h and that δ 9 N. Then
p(γ) l c(δiγ) is not a polynomial. This is because we have not defined a coordinate
in qN, but only in qδ. To obtain a polynomial we have to define what happens to oiqiγ
for every i ? [N ].
It is convenient to define some polynomials on Qh in two parts. Suppose that δ 9
N. One part of the polynomial will define its effect on terms of the form qδi sN ht (that
sN h t
sBδsN ht
is, not on all of qN
) and the other part its effect on qN
. Let Qδ denote the
i
i
product of terms of the first form and Qhcδ the product of those of the second.
For γ 9 N h let qδ(γ) l p (δDγ)kp (δ) where the minus denotes that we ignore the
!
!
contribution on Q(N ) and view this as a polynomial on Qδ. Let qcδ(γ) be such that
qδ(γ)jqcδ(γ) l qN(γ) (so qcδ is a polynomial on Qhcδ).
Now define
qj,δ(γ) l pj(δDγ)kpj(δ)jqcδ(γ)

1  j  m, δ 9 N.

Observe that these are polynomials ; the qc term completes the definition.
C 3. The weight ector of this collection of polynomials is less than the weight
ector of P.
Proof. We show that the weight vector of this collection of polynomials with
respect to q ,6 is smaller than the weight vector of P. This clearly implies the result.
"
(Recall that the weight vector is the smallest that can be obtained.)
First consider the coefficient of γr in qj,δ for r  deg pj (relative to p ). Since the
!
coefficients of pj are equal to the coefficients of p for terms of degree at least r and
!
these are the only coefficients that affect the coefficient of γr in qj,δ we see that this
coefficient is independent of j. For j l 0 the polynomial is just qδ(γ)jqcδ(γ) l qN(γ),
which is independent of δ. Thus the coefficient of γr in qj,δ is independent of j and δ.
In particular, it is the same as the coefficient of γr in q ,6. Thus the degree of qj,δ
"
relative to q ,6 is at most the degree of pj relative to p .
"
!
Next we consider the coefficient of γr in qj,δ for r l deg pj. The above argument
shows that only the leading coefficient of pj affects this coefficient. Thus it is only the
(δDγ)r term in pj(δDγ) that has any effect. Moreover, if we expand (δDγ)r the only
term that affects this coefficient is the γr term. In particular, it is independent of δ.
Thus the coefficient of γr in qj,δ depends only upon the leading coefficient of pj (and
different leading coefficients do give rise to different coefficients).
Thus all the polynomials pj with degree r and leading coefficient c, where r 
deg p or c is not equal to the leading coefficient of p , give rise to a collection of
"
"
polynomials of degree r and all with same leading coefficient. The collection of
polynomials with the same degree and leading coefficient as p give rise to a collection
"
of polynomials of degree less than that of p (since we are measuring degree relative
"
to q ,6). (This collection may have many different leading coefficients.) Thus the
"
weight vector of the new collection is the same in coordinates greater than the degree
of p and one smaller for the deg p coordinate. (It may have increased for the smaller
"
"
coordinates.) Therefore, the weight vector of the new collection is smaller than the
weight vector of P.
Colour Qh by the complete colouring of Q(N ) it induces. By the outer induction
hypothesis applied to this colouring we can find (b, γ) such that all the points b&qj,δ(γ)
have the same colour (that is, they induce the same complete colouring of Q).

     – 
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The inner induction hypothesis implies that in this colouring of Q(N ) we have
rk1 pairs (ai, δi) colour focused at a.
C 4. The rk1 pairs ((ai, b&qcδ (γ)), δiDγ) together with ((a, b&qc6(γ)), γ) are
i
colour focused at (a, b&qN(γ)).
Proof. First observe that
(ai, b&qcδ (γ))&p (δiDγ) l (ai&p (δi), b&qcδ (γ)&qδ (γ))
!
!
i
i
i
l (a, b&qN(γ))

and

(a, b&qc6(γ))&p (γ) l (a, b&qc6(γ)&q6(γ))
!
l (a, b&qN(γ)).
Thus the pairs are focused.
We also have
(ai, b&qcδ (γ))&pj(δiDγ) l (a&pj(δi), b&qδ (γ)&pj(δiDγ)kpj(δj)).
i

i

l (a&pj (δi), b&qj,δ (γ)).
i
For any j, δ the colouring that b&qj,δ(γ) induces on Q is the same. Thus the point has
the same colour as a&pj(δi) in the induced colouring. Therefore the sets are
monochromatic and have distinct colours.
Finally, we have
(a, b&qc6(γ))&pj(γ) l (a, b&qc6(γ)&pj(6Dγ)kpj(6))
l (a, b&qj,6(γ)).

Thus each of these points has the same colour as a in the induced colouring. Therefore
the set is monochromatic and has colour distinct from that of the other rk1 sets.
Therefore the sets are colour focused, and we have done.
To conclude this section we use this result to deduce an extended version.
E  H–J . For any q, m, k, d there exists N
such that wheneer Q l Q(N ) l [q]Ni[q]N×Ni…i[q]N d is k coloured there exists
a ? Q and γ , γ , …, γm 9 N such that the set of points
" #
G xi ,i ,…,i (γi iγi i…iγi ) :
oa& G xi γi& G xi ,i (γi iγi ) … &
im

i",i#m

" #

"

#

i",i#,…,idm

" #

d

"

#

d

1  xi ,i ,…,i  qq
" #

r

is monochromatic.
Thus this theorem allows us to vary the ‘ cross terms ’ (such as γiiγj) as well as the
normal ‘ square ’ terms. This subspace is isomorphic to Q(m).
Proof of extended polynomial Hales–Jewett theorem. The proof is the same as for
the linear case but we have to identify more copies. For example in two dimensions
we identify [qr#]N×N with [q]Nr×Nr. Then a square combinatorial line in the former
corresponds to an r-dimensional subspace in the latter.
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5. Further results

Polynomial extensions of many Ramsey theorems can be proved using the results
in this paper. This is done in [7]. The results proved there include polynomial versions
of the Carlson–Simpson theorem and the Graham–Rothschild theorem on parameter
sets.
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